Reinke specializes in mechanized irrigation products for center pivot and lateral systems. Systems can be remotely monitored and controlled with an Internet connected device. Furthermore, the latest in irrigation scheduling can be integrated into these systems to maximize yields for your agricultural operation.
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**Markets:** North America, Latin America, South America, Europe, Africa, Middle East, Southeast Asia

**Products Offered**
- Reinke
- ReinCloud®
- Electrogator®
- Alumigator®
- Minigator®
- RC10

With hundreds of dealers in more than 40 countries, Reinke Manufacturing is the world’s largest privately held manufacturer of center pivot and lateral move irrigation systems. Family owned since 1954, and headquartered in Deshler, Neb., Reinke develops products and technology designed to increase agriculture production while providing labor savings and environmental efficiencies. Reinke is a continued leader in industry advancements as the first to incorporate GPS, satellite-based communications and touchscreen panel capabilities into mechanized irrigation system management. For more information on Reinke or to locate a dealership, visit www.reinke.com or call 402-365-7251.